
VISAGES 2023 
 

VISAGES 2023, a cultural intercollegiate fest took place at St Joseph's University hosted 

by the Student Council on 24th and 25th March 2023. This year's fest was centered around 

the theme of street style, and it brought together students and participants from 4+ 

contingents and 10+ colleges to showcase their talents in fashion, music, and art. With 

over 30 events spanning two days, including dance competitions, rap battles, dance 

competitions, singing events, and more, the fest was an electrifying celebration of 

intercollegiate participation and street culture. 

 

Adding to the excitement was the pro night, which spanned across both days with over 

4000+ students on campus. Winners for all events were announced on the same day, and 

the overall winners of VISAGES 2023 were announced on 25th March. We're thrilled to 

share that St Joseph's College of Commerce emerged as the winner of the fest, showcasing 

their talent and spirit of participation throughout the event. 

 

For the first time in the history of the University the campus held an international artist 

from Sunburn Arena - the team of 'Le Twins' followed by other pro night DJs Jonas 

Monteiro and Quinixo. We had expert judges from all events who truly inspired the 

participation. We would like to express our heartfelt gratitude to all the participants, 

performers, and volunteers who made this fest a huge success. It was an incredible 

showcase of creativity, talent, and passion, and we're already looking forward to next 

year's edition of VISAGES. Join us in celebrating the spirit of intercollegiate collaboration 

and the vibrant culture of street style! 

 

The following were the events of the fest: 

 

Ice Breakers, Aficionado, Street Wars (Council Wars), Otaku Olympics and Cosplay Clash, 

Beat Boxing, Mehfil Indian Group Music, Chiral, Personality, Indian Classical Durbar, 

Pantomist Mime,  

Air Crash Funeral Flight, 24 Frames A Day, Fashion Event, WMA Events, Groove 2gether, 

Pravah, Ly Hara, Battle of Bands, Aaroha (Indian Solo Singing), Improv, Kannada Sangha 

Event. 

 
For the Images of Visages 2023, kindly refer to the Photo Gallery: 

https://www.sju.edu.in/gallery/17 


